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Abstract

This thesis examines the blasphemy law within Muslim-majority countries in three jurisdictions namely Pakistan, Indonesia, and Turkey. Although it is very clear that the prohibition of blasphemy law is incompatible with international human rights law, the three insist its implementation. In addition, they also cooperate with other states to endorse the concept of “religion defamation”. However, the punishment pursuant to the blasphemy provisions is varies among the Muslim-majority countries depends on several factors. One of the factors is the religion-state relationship. Different forms of religion-state relationships will lead to different results in the state’s approach towards the religion. Within Muslim-majority states, there is wide range of interpretation of blasphemy provisions. The secular model in Muslim-majority states does not necessarily mean more protection for freedom of religion and freedom of expression.
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Chapter I. Introduction

“Sanctions against freedom of religious inquiry and expression act to halt the developmental process of religious understanding dead in its tracks-conflating the sanctioning authority’s current, limited grasp of the truth with ultimate Truth itself, and thereby transforming religion from a path to the Divine into a “divinized” goal, whose features and confines are generally dictated by those with an all-too-human agenda of earthly power and control”

(K.H. Abdurrahman Wahid) 1

Samuel Huntington declared that in certain political circumstances, globalization may lead to “clash of civilizations” 2. In his 1993 article, he predicted that future conflicts will arise between the West and several Islamic states.3 Surprisingly, many recent developments seem to have justified his prediction. The rising of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (now ISIS) in the Middle East, the prohibition of the burqa and niqab4 in public place in Europe and the latest one (and I believe would not be the last) was Charlie Hebdo magazine attack in France have reflected these tensions.

In the field of human rights, it is likely the tension between the West and several Islamic countries (or at least Muslim-majority countries) continues, especially in the arena of freedom of religion and its relation with freedom of expression.

One of the crucial points of the debate is concerning blasphemy law. It is believed that the concept of blasphemy was derived from monotheistic religion such as Judaism, Christianity

---

1 The former President of Indonesia and the former leader of Nahdlatul Ulama the biggest Muslim organization in the world available at http://www.libforall.org/about-us-our-philosophy.html  accessed April 19, 2015
2 Samuel Huntington and Peter L. Berger (Ed), Many Globalizations: Cultural diversity in the contemporary world, Oxford University Press, 2002. page.15.
3 Samuel Huntington, Clash of the civilizations? Foreign Affairs (summer, 1993), 48. Accessed April, 18, 2015, http://www.hks.harvard.edu/fs/pnorris/Acrobat/Huntington_Clash.pdf. In my opinion, from the term Islamic state, we can also have the derivation namely the Islamic tradition.
4 The burqa is a full-body covering including a mesh over the face, and the niqab is a full-face veil leaving an opening only for the eyes, both are usually used by certain Muslim women. See S.A.S v. France Application number 43835/11. Para.11. Available at http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-145466#"itemid":["001-145466"]} accessed April 12, 2015.
and Islam which prohibit someone (or group) from defaming god or sacred things (including prophets and saints) in these religions.  

A study conducted by Grim in 2012 distinguished between blasphemy and religious defamation. The former refers to contemptuous action directed to God or to the divine and the latter refers to the criticism of religion in general. Although blasphemy law in the current study is narrowly defined, the term blasphemy is also used to include speech which criticize the religion or religious belief, religious doctrines or religious figures. In other words, it has broader meaning than before. Furthermore, the definition of blasphemy may vary in different states depending on certain circumstances. Thus, to protect the faith and the followers of a religion from being attacked (by opinion or expression), states have enacted blasphemy law. It is essential to note that the meaning of blasphemy law here is not limited to blasphemy law as such. In other words, it does not necessarily mean that the law is regulated in a specific Act. Hence, as long as the substance of the law concerning blasphemy in a broader meaning, then it is classified as blasphemy law.

Scharffs identified that blasphemy laws in United States of America (USA) and European countries are mostly historical relics although in European context, the situation concerning blasphemy law is quite problematic. Originally, blasphemy law in USA was

---

7 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Not only blasphemous action directed to God but also the sacred thing in religion such as Prophets or the Saints.
12 Brett G Scharffs, "International Law and The Defamation of Religion Conundrum," *Institute for Global Engagement* Volume II, Number I (Spring 2013) p.67. He noted that 1922 was the last year when a person was sent to prison in violation of religion blasphemy in Europe. However, United Kingdom relatively new in abolishing the Blasphemy law in 2008.
transmitted from British.\textsuperscript{13} Nevertheless, blasphemy laws are regarded as unconstitutional since 1952.\textsuperscript{14} The US Supreme Court in \textit{Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson}, 343 U.S.495 held that the provision of New York Education Law violated the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{15} Interestingly, in certain states such as Massachusetts, Michigan, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Wyoming the blasphemy law still exist on their books.\textsuperscript{16} In Europe, several organizations have reported that blasphemy laws still exist and implemented in several countries.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, there are examples which reveal that even if such law was abolished, to some government’s action seem to be inconsistent.\textsuperscript{18} In 2009, just 6 month after the repealing of blasphemy law, UK government excluded Geert Wilders—a Dutch member of parliament who was known for his criticism on Islam— from UK for public disharmony reason.\textsuperscript{19} However, according to Scharffs, the last sentenced of blasphemy law in Europe occurred in 1922.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, the practice of blasphemy law in Europe probably exist but never been used as effective as before.\textsuperscript{21}

On the contrary, in many Muslim-majority countries, blasphemy provisions are applied effectively.\textsuperscript{22} The punishment for blasphemy also varies from fine to death penalty depending

\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
on the seriousness of the violation. Whereas, these states are bound by International human rights norms which prohibit the application of such laws. There are inconsistencies in their implementation. Furthermore, Pakistan, on behalf of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (formerly the Organization of Islamic Conference), has endorsed the concept of “defamation of Islam” which subsequently evolved into “defamation of religion” globally through the United Nations Commission of Human Rights (hereinafter UNCHR). It is believed that the endorsement was not only a strategy to preserve the blasphemy law in their domestic level but also a mechanism to promote it at the international level. Hence, it is uneasy to examine the problem concerning blasphemy laws in Muslim-majority countries solely from the international human rights approach.

Indeed this is not a coincidence, since there are several reasons to back up the choice of these states as case studies. First, according to annual report of the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (hereinafter USCIRF), Pakistan is regarded as the worst country in the world related to the protection of freedom of religion. The most shocking event happened in 2011 when Shahbaz Bhatti, The Minister of Minorities, who was also the only Christian in the cabinet, was assassinated following his brave criticism of the Pakistan blasphemy law. The criticism was taken by Shahbaz in order to defend the right of the freedom of religion of the minorities from the excessive impact of blasphemy law. Two

23 Ibid.
27 Ibid
28 Ibid
months earlier, the Governor of Punjab, Salman Taseer was shot by his own bodyguard.  

His bodyguard admitted that the deed was done because Taseer supported the amendment of the blasphemy law and also Taseer’s support for Aasia Bibi’s pardon.  

Additionally, Pakistan has a considerable number of prisoners who were sentenced to death and life imprisonment because of blasphemy including Aasia Bibi who was accused for insulting the prophet Mohammad.  

The second country is Indonesia.  Indonesia is one of the most populous countries in the world with various cultures and religions.  

Although the dominant religion is Islam, the state itself cannot be viewed as being Islamic.  

Since Indonesia declared its independence in 1945, freedom of religion has been protected by article 29 of the constitution.  

However, it is heartbreaking to see that nowadays the existence of freedom of religion is threatened. According to Center for Religious and Cross-cultural Studies, there were significant threats directed to the minority religious groups in 2012 which were sponsored by radical Muslim groups.  

Not only did they attack the houses and places of worship of the minority religious group, they also tortured members of the minority religious group and one of the members was left to death.

30 Ibid.
32 In 2010, based on National Statistic Center (Badan Pusat Statistika) Indonesian population reached 237,641,326 people which is the fourth largest of the world. Approximately, about 80% of them is Islam. Available at http://sp2010.bps.go.id/index.php, last modified 2010. See also http://features.pewforum.org/Muslim-population-graphic/#/Indonesia. Last modified January 11, 2011.
33 There is no single word concerning Islam or Islamic state as the foundation of the state found explicitly within the constitution.
34 Article 29 (2) stated “The state guarantees each and every citizen the freedom of religion and of worship in accordance with his/her religion and belief”
36 See Bagir, Ibid. p.3
The third country is Turkey. Different from the previous two, Turkey is the only Muslim-majority in Europe but has also declared itself as a secular state. However, according to annual report by USCIRF, several types of violations of freedom of religion have occurred in Turkey.\(^{38}\) For instance, in 2012, a musician was charged for *tweeting* the contents of which were found to offend religious values through his twitter.\(^{39}\) Interestingly, the threat to freedom of religion was not only directed to the minority groups but also to the majority group.\(^{40}\)

Several studies concerning freedom of religion and blasphemy law have been conducted. Some of them took the in-depth focus on one state while other chose the comparative method. Hefner, in 2013, studied the religious freedom in Indonesia.\(^{41}\) Beginning with historical background of the making of the Constitution, he explained the tension between the polarized groups in certain time sequences and whether they wanted to take Islamic values as the fundamental values of the Constitution.\(^{42}\) However, in his article, Hefner dedicated a large portion for political debates among the elites rather than the blasphemy law itself.

Rehman and Berry examine “defamation of religion” in Pakistan from a theoretical perspective and also the practice of the “defamation of religion” itself.\(^{43}\) Departing from the Pakistan-sponsored debates “defamation of religion” at the UN and how the concept was


\(^{39}\)Ibid, page 4.

\(^{40}\)See Annual report of USCIRF from 2010-2014 which portray how the Muslim-majority in Turkey also face the restriction from freedom of religion. Available at www.uscirf.gov.


\(^{42}\)Ibid. p19-24.

implemented in Pakistan, Rehman and Berry finally concluded that despite the ambition of promoting the ‘defamation of religion” concept at the UN, the practice of the blasphemy law in Pakistan is clearly incompatible with human rights. The ambiguity of the “defamation of religion” concept has been addressed by Parmar as well. In her article, she described that the concept of “defamation of religion” has evolved from the concept of defamation of Islam. She also added that the resolutions which were directed to combat defamation of religion seem to undermine the International human rights especially freedom of expression.

Another study was done by Rahman, who analyzed freedom of religion in South Asia which consist of 8 countries. In his article, Rahman pointed out significant facts related to Pakistan and other countries in the region that religion plays very vital role in the state. In addition, he argued that the South Asian people have not fully enjoyed the freedom of religion yet. Nevertheless, the problem within Pakistan was examined briefly with very little explanation concerning the background of the constitution making process.

A particularly detailed study of the topic of this thesis was carried out by Asma T. Uddin in 2011. In Uddin’s work, she compared Indonesia, Pakistan, and Egypt. In her article, she explained the existing condition of the freedom of religion in those countries geographically. Afterwards, she described the blasphemy laws in three above mentioned countries. However,
she approached the problem in the perspective of rights and related it to UN resolutions regarding defamation of religion.

Thus, in the light of comparative perspective, this thesis will analyze the issue of blasphemy law in relationship with freedom of religion and freedom of expression. It not only focused on the compatibility of blasphemy law with international human rights law but also the analysis of religion-state relationship and the constitution making process in above mentioned countries. In addition, this thesis will be divided into five chapters.

The first chapter will give introduction to the topic. The second chapter will examine the religion-state relationship in Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey and also the discourse of blasphemy law within international law instruments. I will begin with a theoretical explanations which refers to Hirschl and Durham & Scharffs analysis.54 This chapter will determine the classification of the countries in the continuum of religion and state relationship models. In addition, this chapter also describes the constitution making process of the countries given to give the context of the Constitutional provisions especially the actors involved. Chapter four will elaborate the international law instrument concerning the right of freedom of religion and the freedom of expression. Additionally, it also elaborate such instrument in the domestic level. Another aspect in this chapter is the role of Islamic International Organization namely Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC). This is because the OIC has been actively involved in anti-defamation religion campaign for the last decades. Chapter five will interrogate the practice of blasphemy laws in above-mentioned countries. Finally, I will outline the possible policy recommendations after examining the problems which occurred.

Chapter II. Religion –State relationship

It is likely that the form of religion-state relationship will affect the behavior of the state towards religion. Thus, the religion-state relationship has significant impact to the freedom of religion. This chapter will elaborate briefly on the form of religion-state relationship and how the religion—state relationship in Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey is anchored in their constitutions.

II.1. Continuum of religion-state relationship;

To identify the religion-state relationship in the above mentioned states, I will, first, explain the possibility of ranges of religion-state relationship. Durham & Scharffs have described this relationship into ten continuum structures which range from absolute theocracy to abolitionist state. In addition, they explain that these structures were based on both historical evidence and abstraction as well. Durham & Scharffs came up with 10 models of religion-state relationship while Hirschl lists 8 as described in the table below.

Table 1. Models of religion state relationship Durham & Scharffs (2010) and Hirschl (2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durham &amp; Scharffs</th>
<th>Hirschl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute theocracy</td>
<td>Atheist state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established churches</td>
<td>Assertive secularism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious status system</td>
<td>Separation as State Neutrality toward Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historically favored and endorsed churches</td>
<td>Weak Religious Establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred set of religions</td>
<td>Formal separation with de facto pre-eminence of one denomination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

55 Cole Durham and Brett Scharffs, Op cit. p. 116-121
56 Ibid. p.117.
Based on the provided text, the following table can be constructed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooperationist regimes</th>
<th>Separation alongside multicultural accommodation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodationist regimes</td>
<td>Religious Jurisdictional enclaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separationist Regimes</td>
<td>Strong establishment – Religion as a Constitutionally Enshrined Sources of Legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secular control regimes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abolitionist states</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basically, Both Durham & Scharffs and Hirsch’s studies have similar ideas in explaining the possible range of religion-state relationships. Such categories are very helpful to understand the states policy toward religion. However, both studies also admitted that to some extent the categories might overlap with one to another.

II.2. Religion-State relationship in Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey;

This subchapter will describe the religion state relationship within Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey in the light of the religion state relationship models provided by Cole & Scharffs and Hirschl. To decide which model is applicable in the given countries, it is important to examine the content of each of those (written) constitutions. As we know, most modern states consider the constitution as the supreme law. Within the constitution, we may find the structures of the government, the functions of government institutions and the citizen’s rights as well. In addition, it is typical in the constitutions to have several formal procedure of how

---

58 All of the countries which have been the object of this thesis have written (codified) constitution.
59 Generally speaking, the constitution reflects the framework of the state powers. However, to some extent, there might be cases which revealed the inaccuracy of what has been written in the constitution and the practice. This is usually defined as a “sham” constitution. However, Tushnet criticize this category since it fails to give appropriate metric for the distinction. Thus, we can trace the implementation of those constitutional provisions
to amend or change the provisions of the constitutions. In these given countries, according to their constitutions, the relationships of religion and state are varied despite their Muslim dominant population.

In Pakistan, the constitution’s official name is “The Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan” 61 From the name itself, we can infer that there is a sense of incorporation of the Islamic religion into the state of Pakistan. In fact, the preamble also declares in its first paragraph that the sovereignty –of the state and entire universe - belongs to Allah. 62 Furthermore, the second and the third paragraph of the preamble stated that the principles of democracy, equality, freedom, tolerance and social justice shall be implemented in accordance with Islam especially with Holy Quran and Sunnah. 63 However, the preamble also provides the opportunity for the minorities to manifest their religion and develop their cultures freely. 64 The eighth paragraph of the preamble also mention the guarantee of several fundamental rights including freedom of thought, belief and faith. 65 Whereas the constitution guarantees these fundamental rights, it also states that they can be limited if the limitation is prescribed by law and in considerations of law and morality. 66

through the practice of it. See Mark Tushnet, Advanced Introduction to Comparative Constitutional Law (Massachusetts: Edward Elgar, 2104) p.11.

60 All of the examined constitutions are taken from the official websites of governmental institutions of a given countries. For Pakistan, the constitution was taken from National Assembly of Pakistan’s website available at http://www.na.gov.pk/uploads/documents/1333523681_951.pdf, Accessed in May 27, 2015. Indonesian Constitutions was taken from Ministry of State Secretariat of Republic of Indonesia website available at http://www.setneg.go.id/images/stories/kepmen/legal_product/uud_1945.pdf, Accessed in May 27, 2015. It is essential to note that there is no official English translation of Indonesian constitution since there is a law which stated that the official language of the constitution is Indonesian. Finally, Turkish Constitution was taken from Ministry of Foreign affairs website available at https://global.tbmm.gov.tr/docs/constitution_en.pdf, Accessed in May 27, 2015.


62 Allah is an exclusive term in Islamic teaching to define the only God. Ibid.

63 Sunnah or hadith is the textual narrative of what the Prophet Mohammad had said, done or tacitly approved. This is the second highest source within Islamic law hierarchy. See Wael B. Hallaq, The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), xx, available at http://www.hadith-studies.com/Hallaq-Origins-Evolution-Islamic-Law.pdf, p.42.

64 The Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Op cit.

65 Ibid

66 Ibid.
The affirmation of Islam as the official religion of the state is stated in article 2 of the constitution.\textsuperscript{67} Nevertheless, the constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan also emphasizes the guarantee of freedom of the citizens to profess and manifest their religion.\textsuperscript{68} But again, as mentioned in the preamble, this provision also has to be the subject to law, public order and morality.\textsuperscript{69} In addition, the constitution also regulates the taxation and education in religious sphere and prohibits one religion from interfering with another religion.\textsuperscript{70} Those provisions are regarded as a safeguard for the religion itself. Another provision concerning the religion is stipulated in article 26 and 27 which provide for non-discrimination principle in accessing public places and services. In other words, no one can be discriminated in accessing public places and services solely based on their religion.

From the preamble and the provisions, we can see that the Pakistan Constitution is mainly inspired by Islamic teaching. Thus, the main source of the legislation and regulation is derived from Islamic legal sources such as holy Quran and Sunnah. However, there is certainly room for other religions which are described as minorities and who were also allowed to manifest their faith and beliefs. Unfortunately, there is no definition of the term within the constitution. Nevertheless, one may assume that this term is including non-Muslim because in the preamble the term is used after the paragraph which stated that the Muslim shall be enable to live in accordance with the teaching of Holy Quran and Sunnah.\textsuperscript{71} Subsequently, the constitution also states that the adequate provision shall be applied for the minorities as well.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{67} See article 20. Ibid.
\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{70} See article 21 and 22. Ibid.
\textsuperscript{71} Paragraph 5 of the Preamble
\textsuperscript{72} Paragraph 6 of the Preamble
The term non-Muslim then covers various religions and beliefs and also the scheduled castes as stipulated in article 260 of the Interpretation chapter.

Having said that, in light of religion state relationship model, Pakistan model falls within category of “Established churches” as described by Durham & Scharffs which means that it has formal recognized religion which incorporated into the state or Strong establishment – religion as a constitutionally enshrined source of legislation as described by Hirschl.

Unlike in Pakistan, there is no single word which explicitly mentions “Islam” or “Muslim” in the 1945 Constitution of the State of the Republic of Indonesia (hereinafter the 1945 Constitution). However, one may find the word “God” in the 1945 Constitution preamble and provisions. The third paragraph of the preamble stated that the independence of Indonesia was a blessing from God. Furthermore, the later “God” was believed as the monotheistic God.

There are two articles in the 1945 Constitution which mention God overtly. The first is concerning the oath taken by the President (and the Vice President) when he or she inducted in the formal ceremony. Another article stated that the state of Indonesia shall be based upon

---

73 The term “scheduled caste” is refers to dalit people, which is regarded as the lowest caste according to Hindu’s culture. In addition, Individuals who belong to this caste are forbidden to touch since they come from dirty. See Pakistan Dalit Solidarity Network (PDSN) Scheduled Caste Women in Pakistan: Denied a life in dignity and respect, (Pakistan: CEDAW Committee, 2013), accessed May 29, 2015, http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/docs/ngos/JointNGOsSubmissionPakistan_ForTheSession54.pdf. p.11-12

74 In this article Non-Muslim is defined as “a person who is not a Muslim and includes a person belonging to Christian, Hindu, Sikh, Buddhists, or Parsi community, a person Quadiani group, or Lahore group (who calls themselves Ahmadi’s or by any other name), or a Baha’i, and a person belonging of any scheduled castes”. Again, the term of “churches” cannot be taken literally but in the Pakistan context it can be replace by Islamic religion or even a mosque.

75 The name of 1945 Constitution of the State of the Republic of Indonesia Indonesian Constitution refers to the date of when it was first enacted. However, from 1945 up to the present time, this Constitution has undergone several amendments. See Jimly Asshiddiqie, The Constitutional Law of Indonesia: a Comprehensive Overview (Selangor: Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2009) p.58.

76 The full text of the paragraph is “…Indonesia’s national independence shall be enshrined in the Constitution of the state of the Republic of Indonesia, established within the structure of the state of the Republic of Indonesia with the sovereignty of the people based upon belief in the one and only God”.

77 “I swear by God that I shall fulfill my duties as the President of the Republic of Indonesia..” see article 9 paragraph (1).
belief in the One and the Only God. Again, this refers to “monotheism God”. Although the 1945 Constitution does not stipulate the word “Islam” and “Muslim” but from the phrase “the One and only God”, it cannot be denied that the influence of the religion is considerably heavy toward the constitution.

There are two separate chapters within the 1945 constitution which address freedom of religion under the title of “Religion” and “Human Rights”. The former chapter was the original provision of the 1945 constitution while the latter resulted from the latest amendment of the 1945 constitution following the reformation era in 1998. Article 29 paragraph (2) of the 1945 constitution has stipulated that the state shall guarantee the citizen/resident to have their own religion or beliefs and manifest them freely. Additionally, article 28E also stipulate the similar content but puts religion and belief in separate provisions. Although article 28I underlines the character of the right of freedom of religion which cannot be limited in any circumstances, but the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia has held that the previous provision should be read in conjunction with article 28J paragraph (2). The latter article suggests the opposite that all the rights and freedoms are subject to certain restrictions. Certainly, the right of freedom of religion was included into that restrictions.

Another important point is that within judicial power, there are two institutions which exercise such power namely Constitutional Court and Supreme Court. The Supreme Court

---

79 Article 29 paragraph (1).
81 Article 28 E paragraph (1) stated that “Every person shall be free to adhere to a religion and to worship in accordance with his/her religion” and paragraph (2) stated “Every person shall have the right to the freedom to hold a belief, to express his/her thought and attitude, in accordance with his/her conscience”.
82 In a 5:4 Decision, Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia held that the capital punishment is constitutional. One of the reasons made by the court was that the restriction of the rights and freedom in article 28J applied not only to “derogable rights” but also to “non-derogable rights”. Then, the Constitutional Court added that this was based on the “original intent” of the framers of the constitution. See Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia Decision Number 2-3//PUU-V//2007 paragraph [3.24]. Unfortunately, the decision is available in Indonesian language only.
83 See Article 24 paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution.
supervises the inferior courts including religious affairs court. The latter, even though it uses the term “religious affairs”, it solely deals with disputes which emanate from certain Islamic Law (family law and inheritance). Nevertheless, in a speech delivered before the Pakistan Supreme Court Judges, the Chief Justice of The Republic of Indonesia Bagir Manan mentioned four branches of judicatures in Indonesia under the Supreme Court were including “Islamic Courts”. The “Islamic Courts” as Bagir mentioned before are actually referred to “religious affairs courts”.

Under those circumstances, it is very difficult to put Indonesia in a single model of religion state-relationship. In its constitution, there is no formal recognition to certain religion or to one religion but there is recognition of a Monotheism God. In addition, it is undeniable that the existence of religious affair courts gives the impression of “favoritism” to one religion namely Islam. For this reason, one might say that the relationship between religion and state in Indonesia can be classified as “intermingling model”. Technically, it can be classified as Cooperationist regime. Nevertheless, to some extent, it might also include in another models such as religious status system (since it has “religious affairs court”) or preferred set of religions (since it demonstrate the multi-tier recognition).

---

84 Ibid. the term used in Indonesian language is “Pengadilan Agama” and when it translated literally into English it will become “Religious Court”. Since there was no official English translation of the 1945 Constitution, most of the unofficial English translation of the 1945 Constitution usually use the term “religious affairs courts.” For instance the unofficial translation provided by Ministry of State Secretariat of Republic of Indonesia website available at http://www.setneg.go.id/images/stories/kepmen/legal_product/uud_1945.pdf, or International Labor Organization (ILO) available at http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_protect/---protrav/---ilo_aids/documents/legaldocument/wcms_174556.pdf. See also Clauspeter Hill and Jörg Menzel, eds., Constitutionalism in South East Asia (Singapore: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, 2007) p.89.


86 This model will resulted in sort of hierarchical recognition which put several traditional religions above the other beliefs. In other word, the traditional religions will have privilege from the state compare to other system of beliefs. See W. Cole Durham & Brett Scharffs, Op. cit. p.119
The last state is Turkey. Although the population is mostly shaped by Muslim, Turkey is considered as secular country.\textsuperscript{87} Compared to the previous case-studies, the constitution of The Republic of Turkey (Turkey Constitution) makes no mention of God. In fact, the preamble of Turkey Constitution put very significant notion of Atatürk’s role in shaping the nation.\textsuperscript{88} What is more, the fifth paragraph of the preamble precluded “sacred religious feeling” into the public affairs and emphasized that those affairs shall be applied in line with the principle of secularism. Article 2 states that the characteristic of the Republic is secular and loyal to the nationalism of Atatürk. According to this article, the provision concerning the characteristic of the Republic is regarded as “eternal” provision. The substance of which cannot be revoked.\textsuperscript{89} Hence, the idea of secularism is considerably strong in Turkey.

Turkish states ideology is considered as militant secularism. The constitution provides the right of freedom of religious belief and to manifest their belief.\textsuperscript{90} In addition, the constitution also obliges the religious cultures curricula to be applied in primary and secondary schools along with the lesson of morals.\textsuperscript{91} The constitution provided for an institution called Presidency of Religious Affair (in Turkey Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı). However, there is no further explanation concerning the functions and tasks of the aforementioned institution. According to article 1 of the Law number 633, this institution’s main task is to manage the Islamic belief, worship and ethics.\textsuperscript{92} Moreover, it is likely the Turkish government provides

\textsuperscript{87} According to PEW Research Center, in 2009, the population of Muslim in Turkey was 73,619,000 or 98% of the total population available at http://www.pewforum.org/2009/10/07/mapping-the-global-Muslim-population/.

\textsuperscript{88} See The Preamble of the Turkish Constitution Paragraph 1. The name “Atatürk” refers to Mustafa Kemal, who was also known as the father of the modern Turkey. He was the one who came with the idea of secularization in Turkey which tried to exclude the religious life from state sphere. Sometimes, his movement was defined as Kemalism. See Soner Cagaptay, Islam, Secularism, and Nationalism in Modern Turkey Who is a Turk? (New York: Routledge, 2006), pdf, p.14. See also Umut Azak, Islam and Secularism in Turkey: Kemalism, Religion and the Nation State (London New York: I.B.Tauris & Co Ltd, 2010), pdf, p.9.

\textsuperscript{89} Article 4 of Turkish Constitution.

\textsuperscript{90} Article 24 of Turkish Constitution. However, the implementation of this article should be read in conjunction with another article which give several limitation such as the national unity. In other words, the religious teaching is not prohibited as long as this not endangered national unity. See article 14.

\textsuperscript{91} Ibid.

certain fund to this institution such as salaries for the various employees.\textsuperscript{93} Surprisingly, the Turkish constitution also contains the prohibition to "abuse religion or religious feelings, or things held sacred by religion..." which is parallel with the existence of the blasphemy law.\textsuperscript{94} Thus, this provision can be read as the protection of religious beliefs from being offended.

Hirschl has categorized Turkey as an \textit{assertive secularism} model\textsuperscript{95} which is similar to Durham & Scharffs's \textit{secular control regime} model. However, these categories emphasize the domination of the state toward religion. Thus, when the state gives certain amount of funds to religious institutions, that behavior should be read as the control of state over religion. This is very important in order to distinguish it from another model such as \textit{cooperationist} or \textit{accommodationist}.

Another piece of evidence of how strong the secularism in Turkey is case law of European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter ECtHR) in \textit{Refah Partisi} (the Welfare Party) \textit{and Others v. Turkey} (2003). Here, the Refah party complained before the ECtHR concerning its dissolution by Turkey Constitutional Court.\textsuperscript{96} However, The Grand Chamber held that the dissolution of the Refah party did not violate the Convention.\textsuperscript{97} The Court argued that the dissolution of Refah party by Turkey Constitutional Court was justified since \textit{sharia} law was incompatible with the principle of secularism and democracy.\textsuperscript{98} For some scholars, Refah party case-to some extent- was a blatant instance of how democracy can protect itself from the threat of another system (militant democracy).\textsuperscript{99}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{93} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{94} Article 24.
\textsuperscript{97} Ibid. Paragraphs 135-136.
\textsuperscript{98} Ibid. paragraph 125.
\end{footnotes}
II.3. Constitution-making process and Constitutional designs in Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey;

The constitution itself is a product which resulted from several processes—including the participation of public—which is called Constitution-making. That processes certainly involves various stakeholders including political leaders and the citizens in very complex deliberations. Hence, the constitution making processes is political. Political in this sense means that it not only reflects the deliberation of societal values and institutions but also the power rivalry among individuals or groups.

As indicated in the previous chapter, the constitution describes the framework of how the state will be directed including the framework for the religion state relationship and the protection of religious freedom as well. Indeed, the constitution also plays significant role as a source of state legislation including the blasphemy law. Thus, at first, it is very important to scrutinize the constitution in the period when the current blasphemy law was enacted in order to get the sense of coherency (or incoherency) between the law and the constitution. In addition, the development of the constitution also needs to be visited to see whether there have been any changes or not.

Before the state of Pakistan was formed in 1947, it used to be British colony along with India of so called British-India. Since the differences of political and cultural point of views, Pakistan decided to separate with India. The most influential figure behind the separation of

101 Ibid. p.16.
103 Ibid.
105 India and Pakistan were used to be one colony under the British Government. Ibid. p.122.
Pakistan is Muhammad Ali Jinnah, who was also known as Quaid-i-Azam (great leader).\textsuperscript{106} Under the flag of All-Indian Muslim League (established in 1906 in Dhaka and also known as Muslim League), Jinnah had proposed new state based on Islamic value.\textsuperscript{107} In other words, Islam is the raison d’etre of the new existing state of Pakistan.

Although Pakistan gained its independence in 1947, this new country did not have its own constitution to be applied.\textsuperscript{108} Typically, newly-born states who have received their independence from their colonial power preserved the previous legal system until they establish a new one. In Pakistan’s context, the India Act of 1935 was used as the temporary constitution.\textsuperscript{109} The tasks to formulate the constitution and form the legislation was in the hand of Constituent Assembly.\textsuperscript{110} However, it took 9 years for the Constitutional Assembly to accomplish their task.\textsuperscript{111}

The composition of the Constitution Assembly was dominated by the members of Muslim League.\textsuperscript{112} Hence, it was understandable that the content of the constitution was mainly driven by those members. However, inside the Assembly, the debates also took place concerning the nature of the new state.\textsuperscript{113} The members were polarized into two groups namely the traditionalist and the modernist. The former demanded that the new state shall be the Islamic state and the latter took the more moderate position by including some aspects of modern constitutions.\textsuperscript{114} Nonetheless, both polar were agreed that Islam would be the core of the new

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{106} Ibid. p.130.
\item \textsuperscript{107} Lawrence Ziring, Pakistan: At the Crosscurrent of History (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 2003), pdf. p.4.
\item \textsuperscript{108} Itikhar H. Malik, Op.cit. p.130.
\item \textsuperscript{109} Pakistan, India and Bangladesh were used to be one under British administration. Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{110} Pakistan Constituent Assembly consisted of 69 members, elected during the British era and was projected to create the new constitution and others legal instruments. Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{113} Ibid. p.59
\item \textsuperscript{114} Ibid. p.60
\end{itemize}
state. As can be seen, the influence of Islamic values is irreplaceable until the present time. In the end, these Islamic values are used to justify the existence of blasphemy law.

Blasphemy law was introduced in Pakistan by the British in 1860. These provisions were integrated within Indian penal code 1860 which was also applied for India and Bangladesh. The milieu of the enactment of the code was to contain the political unrests which were mainly driven by religious issues. At that time, the law was dedicated to serve the British in preserving its power and was not in favor of certain religion. The considerable shift happened in 1980s when General Zia –ul-Haq came into power and introduced the new blasphemy law. Unlike the previous, the content of the new blasphemy law tend to be in favor of Islam. It was proved by the using of the new formula of “particular religious beliefs” (Islam) to replace the term “all religious beliefs”. In other words, the protection offered by blasphemy laws which previously address all religious belief then became narrowly exclusive to specific religion namely Islam. It is important to realize, even though there have been several constitutional changes, the blasphemy law still remains. This will be elaborated more in the next chapter.

Unlike Pakistan, the Indonesian constitution was created one day after the independence proclamation on August 18th, 1945. Prior to that, the preparation of the constitution was done several months before the Independence Day. It was Japanese who set up the establishment of body for searching of the endeavors of preparing Indonesian Independence (BPUPKI). This body was established by Japan as the part of their strategy.

---
116 Ibid.
117 Ibid. p.9
118 Ibid. p.10
119 Ibid. p.23
120 Ibid.
to gain the support of Indonesian in facing the Allies in the World War II. Interestingly, the result of the work of this body was beyond what had been expected since it not only worked on the possibility of Indonesian independence but also drafted the constitution for the new state. Afterwards, the body was transformed into the Indonesian preparation independence committee whose task was to take every measures towards Indonesian independence including prepare the constitution. Finally, on 18th August, 1945, the constitution was ratified. It still in force with some amendments.

During the drafting of the constitution, the framers of the Indonesian constitution agreed upon most of the content of the constitution. However, before all the members of the committee agreed, there was substantial debate concerning the philosophical ground of the state in the light of religion state relationship. As a consequences, the committee was divided into Islamist and nationalist which proposed different ideas. On one hand, the Islamist group insisted to integrate the word Islam into the constitution and was eager for the new state to implement sharia law for Muslim citizens. On the other hand, the nationalists refused the idea and argued that such action would lead into national disintegration. It was because some provinces in the eastern part of Indonesia had demanded that they would separate themselves from Indonesia if the state became Islamic. Finally, Soekarno tried to compromise those polar by using more moderate term instead of Islam and Allah. Thus, there is no term “Islam” in the 1945 Constitution. Nonetheless, the sense of religiosity can be identified through the term “God almighty” and “the One and only God” which reflected Islamic teaching namely tawheed (monotheism in Islam). Blasphemy law in Indonesia was enacted in 1965 and still

122 Ibid.p.28.
124 Ibid.
126 Ibid.
127 Ibid.
applies until today.\textsuperscript{128} The law was enacted as a response of the rise of Indonesian communist party (PKI).\textsuperscript{129} Hence, the existence of such law was under the regime of the older version of 1945 constitution before the current amendment. The law was aimed to protect the major religions in Indonesia.

Finally, this subchapter will describe the constitution making in Turkey. Historically speaking, Turkey was recognized as one of the biggest countries in world history with the legacy of Ottoman Empire. However, the modern Turkey generally associated with the Kemalism.\textsuperscript{130} As was mentioned above, Kemalism also means secularism. The main characteristic of this ism is the massive efforts to throw away the role of religion in the political life. Özbudun examined the constitution making in Turkey during the Kemalism era.\textsuperscript{131} He argued that the constitution making process in 1924 was not based on appropriate representatives.\textsuperscript{132} In addition, most of the representatives were not freely chosen.\textsuperscript{133} What is more, in the 1924 Constitution, almost all the members of the legislative assembly came from Mustafa Kemal’s party.\textsuperscript{134} However, he added that the content of the constitution still represent the democratic spirit.\textsuperscript{135} There is no blasphemy law in Turkey as such.\textsuperscript{136} The substance of blasphemy is integrated into penal code.\textsuperscript{137} The penal code of Turkey originally inherited from Ottoman Empire and has undergone several amendments.\textsuperscript{138} Although the influence of
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Kemalism was heavily considered in the constitution making process some of the provisions provides the ground for anti-blasphemy law.139

II.4. Conclusion

As can be seen, the religion state relationship models vary from one polar to another polar. These categories are derived from either the possibility of the religion state relationship in theoretical perspective and from experience concerning the factual condition of those relationships. However, sometimes these models seem to overlapping with one another. In addition, one state may not fit into one of the categories or even represent several characteristic part of it. Furthermore, within the Muslim majority country, the religion state relationship also vary depending on their historical background.

The constitution is mostly influenced by the constitution making processes. The composition of the framers also determines the content of the constitution. The existence of blasphemy law in the above mentioned countries resulted from different constitutional and historical background. In addition, those laws are evolving depending on certain circumstances.

139 See article 24
Chapter III. Freedom of Religion and Blasphemy Law

Based on the report presented by Pew Research Center in 2014, there is an increasing trend concerning the religion involvement in social hostilities globally.\textsuperscript{140} The report also revealed the increasing trend of government restriction on freedom of religion.\textsuperscript{141} Indeed, those are worrying facts in the light of freedom of religion.

Scolnicov noted that freedom of religion may seem contradiction in terms.\textsuperscript{142} On the one hand it implies the freedom or free from constrain. On the other hand, there is inherent imposition in religions which restrain the freedom. This is because religions provide system of values which apply for the life of their followers and basically constraining.\textsuperscript{143} To some extent, those values even contradict with the value of the state. In Indonesia for example, several religious groups are eager to establish the Islamic caliphate whereas within the constitution there is an eternal provision which prohibit any amendment concerning the form of state.\textsuperscript{144} This, however, has put certain states into difficult situation since it has to balance all the interests of all citizens. The special protection given by the state to certain religions will be regarded as discriminatory to other religions or beliefs. In certain circumstances, the privileges along with political and economic interests were regarded as considerable determinants in social hostilities.\textsuperscript{145} Thus, it will raise the problem of equality since the right to freedom of religion require the equal treatment for individuals in the similar circumstance.

\textsuperscript{141} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{143} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{144} Article 37 paragraph (5) of 1945 Constitution.
Given those points, this chapter will elaborate the protection of freedom of religion and the freedom of expression at both international and national level. The reason why freedom of expression also included in this chapter is the unavoidable overlap or even tension between freedom of religion and freedom of expression especially when it comes to manifestation of religion. In addition, this chapter also discusses the role of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) because the tree are the member of OIC. It is essential to note that one of the aims of the current organization is to combat defamation on Islamic religion which also influences the existence of blasphemy law. Furthermore, this chapter will examine the practice of blasphemy law in the given states.

III.1. International human rights laws and national law on freedom of religion and freedom of expression;

This sub chapter will elaborate the law concerning the freedom of religion and the freedom expression from International level to domestic level. Both freedoms are described because it has closely linked each other in the light of blasphemy law.

There are several instruments concerning the right of freedom of religion which range from International to national level. First two main instruments are related to major United Nations documents namely the United Nation Charter (hereinafter UN Charter) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter UDHR). Article 1 paragraph (3) of the UN

---

Charter emphasizes the non-discrimination principle.\textsuperscript{150} In that article, religion is one of the decisive factors of such principle to achieve global cooperation, solving the various international problems, and respecting for human rights.\textsuperscript{151}

Different from the UN Charter, UDHR explicitly stated in article 18 that everyone has the right to:

\begin{quote}
“freedom of thought, conscience, and religions; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching practice, worship and observance”.\textsuperscript{152}
\end{quote}

Saudi Arabia refused to vote since the phrase “freedom to change his religion or belief” regarded as incompatible with the teaching of Islam.\textsuperscript{153} As the member of UN, Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey are bound by this declaration. As a matter of fact, Pakistan and Turkey were included in the states who voted in favor of declaration.\textsuperscript{154}

Subsequently, the right to freedom of religion also can be found in international human rights treaty law. There are two major covenants namely the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (hereinafter ICCPR) and International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter ICESCR). However, the analysis will be heavily focused on the former since it clearly stipulate such right. In general, both Covenants underlined the non-discrimination principles including to religion.\textsuperscript{155} In addition, ICCPR explicitly stated that

\begin{flushright}

\textsuperscript{151} Ibid. See also Anat Scolnicov, "Freedom of Religion or Belief: Group Right or Individual Right?" (PhD diss., London School of Economics, 2005), p. 16-32 http://etheses.lse.ac.uk/1925/1/U222042.pdf.


\textsuperscript{155} See Article 2 (1) of ICCPR and article 2 Paragraph (2) of ICESCR. Available at http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx and http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CESCR.aspx
\end{flushright}
everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. Different from the UDHR, the phrase of “freedom to change religion” was wiped out from the ICCPR provision. The full version of the article is:

“Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching.”

It is likely that the disappearing of the phrase related to the objection of some countries as Saudi Arabia has shown. Nevertheless, according to the General comments 22 the right to change the religion also included. In addition, the general comment also distinguishes the characteristic of the freedom of religion. It distinguishes between the freedom of thought, conscience, and religion from the freedom of manifestation of the previous. According to the general comment, the freedom of thought, conscience, and religion classified as non-derogable right. Paragraph 3 of the general comments also linked the freedom of thought, conscience and religion with article 19 of the ICCPR which stipulates the right to hold opinion without interference. Finally, the provision also put the justified limitation on the manifestation of the religions or beliefs.

ICESCR give a little portion concerning the freedom of religion. In ICESCR, right of the parent or legal guardian to choose their children’s educational institution based on their conformity is granted.

156 Article 18 of ICCPR.
157 Ibid.
158 Generally speaking, general comment is regarded as authoritative interpretation of the convention, See general comment number 22 paragraph (5) Available at http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/TBSearch.aspx?Lang=en&TreatyID=8&DocTypeID=11
159 Ibid, Paragraph (3) the former refers to forum internum and the latter refers to forum externum.
160 Ibid
161 Ibid
162 Article 18 of ICCPR.
163 Article 13 paragraph (3) of ICESCR.
In 1981, the General Assembly of UN had produced the resolution regarding the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion and Belief (hereinafter The Resolution or the Declaration).\textsuperscript{164} Compared to UDHR and ICCPR, the resolution describes more detailed content related to freedom of religion.

It is essential to note that the declaration has no binding effect. However, within the declaration, there is a huge moral sense contained.\textsuperscript{165} Although some of the content of the declaration might not bind, the non-discrimination principle -as stated in the declaration- is protected under customary law.\textsuperscript{166}

In the regional context, it is important to put European Convention of Human Rights (hereinafter EHCR or The Convention) since Turkey is bound with the Convention. Within the Convention, the freedom of religion is stipulated in article 9.\textsuperscript{167} The formulation of the article is similar to article 18 of UDHR. In addition, there are several conditions under which the limitation of religion manifestation can be applied namely prescribed by law; necessary in a democratic society; protection of public order; health and morals; and for the protection of freedom of others.\textsuperscript{168} In some cases, freedom of religion has intertwined with freedom of expression. One of possibilities is that an individual or groups in the way the manifest their religion violates rights of other. Another possibility is that individual or groups may infringe the right of the freedom of religion possessed by the religious believers.\textsuperscript{169}

\textsuperscript{168} Ibid. paragraph 2.
The freedom of expression also has strong legal basis within international legal instruments. However, briefly, this paragraph will describe the most important one. Article 19 of UDHR stipulated the right to freedom of expression and opinion including the freedom to seek and receive information.\footnote{UDHR article 19} In addition, the freedom of expression and opinion is also stated in the article 19 of ICCPR. Essentially, both articles 19 of UDHR and ICCPR contain the similar idea. The slight differences are only in the media of expression and opinion and also the components of limitation. Article 19 of UDHR only mention that the freedom of expression and opinion can use “any media”, whereas article 19 of ICCPR gives more elaboration to express the rights whether orally, writing, printing, or through art.\footnote{ICCPR article 19.} Concerning the limitation of the right, UDHR has several components namely “determined by law”, to secure and “protect rights and freedoms of others”, “morality”, “public order” and “general welfare of democratic society”.\footnote{Ibid.} While in ICCPR the components are determined by law”, to secure and “protect rights and freedoms of others”, “morality”, “public order” and “public health.”\footnote{UDHR Article 29 paragraph 2.} General comments number 34 provides more detailed information regarding freedom of expression and opinion. First paragraph of the comment stated that “freedom of opinion and expression are essential in any society”.\footnote{General comments number 34 paragraph 1, available at \url{http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/gc34.pdf}} In addition, freedom of opinion and freedom of expression covers several forms of expressions including expression which may regarded as \textit{deeply offensive}.\footnote{(emphasis added) Ibid, paragraph 11} The responsibility of the state party to ensure the protection of those rights shall be guaranteed by incorporating human rights law into domestic level.\footnote{Ibid, paragraph 7-8 See also principle 1 of Camden principles on freedom of expression and equality. Available at \url{http://www.article19.org/data/files/pdfs/standards/the-camden-principles-on-freedom-of-expression-and-equality.pdf}.} Furthermore, according to Camden principle, public officials “as far as possible to avoid making statement
that promote discrimination”\textsuperscript{177} and also “combating negative stereotyping against individuals or groups”.\textsuperscript{178} Scope of the responsibility should cover all branches of the states namely executive, legislative, and judicial.\textsuperscript{179} Nevertheless, in the light of this thesis, the most relevant issue in the general comments is the prohibition of blasphemy law.\textsuperscript{180} Thus, the existence of blasphemy law remain problematic.

The protection of freedom of expression also can be found in the regional level. ECHR include this protection in the article 10 and it still developing through the case law in European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).\textsuperscript{181} From the case law, the scope of information and ideas not only limited to the inoffensive or favorably received but also the shocking, offensive and disturbing.\textsuperscript{182} Hence, every restrictions and sanctions imposed in the given situation should be proportional.\textsuperscript{183} In this context, Turkey is bound by this convention.

In the national level, the protection of the freedom of religion and the freedom of expression were stipulated either in the constitution and certain laws. In Pakistan, the guarantee of the right to freedom of religion and freedom of expression can be found in the constitution. The preamble of the constitution stated that those rights regarded as fundamental rights.\textsuperscript{184} Right to freedom of religion stipulated in article 20 and the right to freedom of expression is guarantee in article 19.\textsuperscript{185} It is likely the freedom of religion has special place in the Pakistan constitution compared to freedom of expression. At least, it can be seen from the limitation of those rights. The restriction upon freedom of expression is tighter than freedom of religion.

\textsuperscript{178} Ibid, 8.2
\textsuperscript{179} Ibid, paragraph 7
\textsuperscript{180} Ibid, paragraph 48
\textsuperscript{181} ECHR Article 10. \textit{Op.cit.}
\textsuperscript{182} \textit{Handyside v. the United Kingdom} judgment of 7 December 1976, § 49
\textsuperscript{183} Ibid
\textsuperscript{184} Preamble of Pakistan Constitution, paragraph 6.
\textsuperscript{185} Article 19 and 20 of Pakistan Constitution.
The Pakistan constitution stated that the freedom of religion is subject to law, order, and morality. Concerning the freedom of expression, constitution stated that such freedom is the subject to “any reasonable restriction imposed by law in the interest of the glory of Islam or integrity, security or defense of Pakistan, public order, decency or morality, and in relation to contempt of court”. Even though Pakistan has Human Rights Commission (HRCP), but it has no specific act regarding the human rights. In addition, HRCP has no competence to hear and decide the cases.

Unlike Pakistan, there is no phrase of freedom of expression and freedom of opinion in the preamble of 1945 constitution of Indonesia. The formulation of those rights is stipulated in the different provisions in the 1945 constitution. Article 28 E, 28I and 29 provide protection of the freedom of religion. In addition, there is emphasizing in article 28 I that freedom of religion is “non-derogable’ right. The guarantee of freedom of expression is stipulated in article 28 and 28E paragraph 3. The protection of such rights also provided by Law number 39/1999 concerning Human rights. In Turkey constitution, the protection of freedom of religion and freedom of expression are stipulated consecutively in article 24 and 25. As was mentioned above, within the same article of the freedom of religion, namely article 24, there is anti-blasphemy substance as well.

To sum up, the guarantee of the freedom of religion and the right of freedom of expression is multileveled from international to national level. Furthermore, those provisions not only guarantee individual rights but also burdening the Government with responsibilities.

186 Article 20. Ibid.
187 Article 19. Ibid.
188 Article 28, 28E, of 1945 Constitution.
190 Article 24 of Turkish Constitution.
III.2. Role of Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC)

Pakistan, Indonesia and Turkey are members of OIC.\(^{191}\) In general, the main idea of the establishment of the OIC is to have cooperation among the Muslim and protect the interests of Islam.\(^{192}\) The idea of OIC can be traced back to the idea of the unity of Muslim under the Caliphate.\(^{193}\) In addition, OIC establishment also can be read as a response of Islam to the modernity.\(^{194}\) To some extent, modernity had made some Muslims to feel insecure, alienated, and dispossessed.\(^{195}\) Nevertheless, the most significant trigger was the attack on Al Aqsa mosque in 1969.\(^{196}\) The attack of the mosque had raised the solidarity among Muslim states.

From the institutional perspective, OIC regarded as a “problematic” international organization.\(^{197}\) At least, there are two weaknesses which can be found concerning the institutional arrangement of OIC namely the membership and the absence of rule-enforcing body.\(^{198}\) There was no clarity regarding the criterion of membership and that makes sovereignty of the state members still to be the main feature.\(^{199}\)

However, the considerable role of OIC mainly concern with their consistent effort in advocating “defamation of religion” at international level. The “defamation of religion” as a

\(^{191}\) Up to now, there are 57 members of States in OIC. Available at http://www.oic-oci.org/oicv2/states/


\(^{195}\) Ibid.

\(^{196}\) Ibid. p.599

\(^{197}\) Ibid. p.604

\(^{198}\) Ibid. p.601.

\(^{199}\) Not until 2008, the criterions of the membership of the states were obscure. Thus, the membership of OIC was so flexible so that one can find that several members of the OIC were not Islamic state or at least Muslim majority state. What is more, the effectiveness of OIC was also criticized since there was no rule-enforcing body and there was strong nationhood among the members. Ibid. p.596
The concept was introduced by Pakistan as the representative of OIC in 1999. The first draft of the endorsed resolution used the title of defamation of Islam instead of defamation of religion. This resolution was submitted by Pakistan to United Nations Commission on Human Rights (this Commission was replaced by United Nations Human Rights Council in 2006) as a response to Muslims feeling which frequently associated with terrorism and violation of human rights. Finally, United Nations Commission on Human Rights (and its successor) has passed several resolutions regarding combating defamation of religion. Although the resolutions have no binding force, but those would give moral incentive to its supporters globally.

There was an evolution regarding the content of the resolutions. As have been mentioned before, it was initiated by Pakistan with strong emphasis on the protection on Islam. Nevertheless, it was slowly evolved into broader and more general scope of protection of religion. In 2000, the title of the resolution draft was changed from “defamation of Islam” to “defamation of religion”. Finally, from 2002 the title of resolution has been changed into “combating defamation of religion”. After September 11, the member states of OIC got the momentum and were actively involved in the movement to combat of what so called “Islamophobia”. Islamophobia is a term to describe the discriminatory treatment which

---
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directed to Muslims.\textsuperscript{206} Having said that, the resolutions which have been produced was mainly focus on Islam or Islamophobia.\textsuperscript{207}

It is important to note that the OIC movement also invites the criticisms from other states especially from Western Europe and Northern America regions.\textsuperscript{208} One of the criticisms was the use of language regarding “defamation of religion” which was regarded as vague term.\textsuperscript{209} Another criticism was the content of the resolution which was regarded too “Islam-minded”.\textsuperscript{210} Indeed, within the plural society, it is uneasy to accept this idea. In addition, the practice of law concerning the “defamation of religion” is only in favor of the established religion and not for the minorities.\textsuperscript{211} Furthermore, from the freedom of expression point of view, this idea will results the “chilling effect” especially when it comes to criticism toward the religion. Thus, one might worry that the idea of “defamation of religion” to be the norm of international blasphemy law.\textsuperscript{212} However, there is an alternative opinion which argue that the implementation of the defamation shall be contextual depend on particular circumstances and cannot be insisted universally.\textsuperscript{213} But still, it has to be compatible with the principles of democracy.\textsuperscript{214}
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III.3. Practice of blasphemy law

Blasphemy law in Pakistan is incorporated in Pakistan penal code (hereinafter PPC). It was originated from Indian penal code which was made by British colonial and directed to be used in India.\(^{215}\) The law covered certain countries which in this modern day called India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.\(^{216}\) Originally, the content of the law was neutral in the sense that it was applied to all religion without any preference to certain religion.\(^{217}\) Indeed, it can be seen from the using of language. The blasphemy law used the term “religion” only, without added any certain religions after that. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the aim of the law was to establish the order of the colony from huge potential of social unrest in southern Asia.\(^{218}\)

In 1920 the situation was even worse that made the British added several stricter law.\(^{219}\) After gained the independence, Pakistan still using the penal code instead of change it.\(^{220}\)

Historically, the practice of blasphemy law in Pakistan can be divided into two era namely before and after the General Zia-ul-Haq’s regime. General Zia-ul-Haq was the sixth president of Pakistan who came from military background. He gained his power through a coup against Zulfikar Ali Bhutto.\(^{221}\) In addition, he was associated with the Islamic movement.\(^{222}\) Before General Haq’s regime, there were only 8 cases of blasphemy.\(^{223}\) The interesting thing was that all the cases involved either Muslim against another Muslim or non-Muslim against
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Muslim.\textsuperscript{224} When General Zia-ul-Haq was in power, he exercised the policy of “Islamization” including in the criminal law.\textsuperscript{225} He introduced the new blasphemy law which included the term Islam and holy figure of Islam, Qur’an and Muhammad as the sacred elements which were not allowed to be blasphemed.\textsuperscript{226} Interestingly, this was not apply for holy figure from another religions.\textsuperscript{227} In addition, there was no remedies for the blasphemous action which was done towards non-Muslim.\textsuperscript{228} It was not surprising when during his regime, there were 80 cases of blasphemy had been reported.\textsuperscript{229} Several articles were inserted to PPC namely article 295B, 295C, 298A, B, C. Basically, those articles are meant to protect Islam as religion than the individual followers. Here are the full articles:\textsuperscript{230}

\begin{verbatim}
295-B: Whoever willfully defiles damages or desecrates a copy of the Holy Qur’an or of an extract there from or uses it in any derogatory manner or for any unlawful purpose shall be punishable with imprisonment for life.
295-C: Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representation, or by any imputation, innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred name of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) shall be punished with death, or imprisonment for life, and shall also be liable to a fine.
298-A: Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representation, or by any imputation, innuendo or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred name of any wife (Ummul Mumineen), or members of the family (Ahle-bait), of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him), or any of the righteous Caliphs (Khulaf-e-Raashideen) or companions (Sahaaba) of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, or with fine, or with both.
298-B: (1) Any person of the Qadiani group or the Lahori Group (who call themselves ‘Ahmadis’ or by any other name) who by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representation, (a) refers to or addresses, any person, other than a Caliph or companion of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), as ‘Ameerul-Mumineen,’ ‘Khalifa-tul-Maslimeen’, ‘Sahaabi’ or ‘Razi Alah Anho’; (b) refers to, or addresses, any person, other than a wife of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), as ‘Ummul-Mumineen’; (c) refers to, or addresses, any person, other than a member of the family (Ahlebait) of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) as Ahle-bait; or (d) refers to, or names, or calls, his place of worship as ‘Masjid’; ... shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine.
(2) Any person of the Qadiani group or Lahori group (who call themselves ‘Ahmadis’ or by any other name) who by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representation, refers to the mode or form of call to prayers followed by his faith as ‘Azan’, or recites Azan as used by the Muslims, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine.
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{224} Ibid
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298-C: Any person of the Quadiani group or Lahori group (who call themselves ‘Ahmadis’ or by another name), who, directly or indirectly, poses himself as a Muslim, or calls, or refers to, his faith as Islam, or preaches or propagates his faith, or invites others to accept his faith, by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representation, or in any manner whatsoever outrages the religious feelings of Muslims, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine.

As can be seen, the articles were set up not only to protect Islam but also to protect sacred figures in Islam including Prophet Muhammad, his family, and his friends (sahabah). In addition, the law also excludes the Ahmadis from Islam. What is more, there will be harsh punishments if certain provisions are violated. For example, Article 295B will give life imprisonment sentence to individuals who are “willfully defiles damages or desecrates a copy of the Holy Qur’an”. The maximum sentence for insulting Prophet is even worse, namely death.231

Among the three states, Pakistan regarded as the harshest. In 2014, USCIRF reported the massive violence which were related to religion.232 According to the report, from 2013 to 2014 there had been 122 incidents based on sectarian which resulted in 430 deaths.233 This was including the assassination of Rashid Rehman, a human rights lawyer, who was defending an individual in the case of blasphemy.234 Prior to that, Center for Research and Security Studies had studied the blasphemy case from 1953 to 2012. The research revealed the numbers of offenders during that period were 434.235 This study also cited the other finding which shown that up to 2012 the numbers of blasphemy cases were 1,058.236 In addition, 17 individuals are in a death row and 19 of others are serving lifetime sentence (part of other 38 inmates).237 In 2010 there was shocking case related to blasphemy. Aasia Bibi, a Christian woman was
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sentenced to death by Lahore High Court after being reported by her neighbor on blasphemy.\textsuperscript{238} Afterwards, the story continued with the assassination of Punjab Governor, Salman Taseer, by his own bodyguard since he supported Aaisa Bibi to be released.\textsuperscript{239} Thus, from the U.S point of view Pakistan regarded as country of particular concern (CPC).\textsuperscript{240} Even though the numbers of the accused are mostly Muslim, but when it compare to the percentage of the population, then the numbers of the accused from the minority side were extremely high. According to the report, one of the causes of the high number of blasphemy cases was the content of the law itself.\textsuperscript{241} The law has put the religions in unequal position by placing certain denomination\textsuperscript{242} of Islam as the highest religion so that it deserved to be specially protected. Indeed, it potentially threats the minorities. In addition, in the blasphemy case, the strength of the evidence is not fully considered and sometimes the law was misused to solve the civil problems, community rivalries and politics as well.\textsuperscript{243} This was confirmed by the Chairman of Pakistan Ulema Council, Hafiz Ashrafi, who said that most cases-of 1500- were about “personal case” not about blasphemy.\textsuperscript{244}

Pakistan has acceded ICCPR in 2010.\textsuperscript{245} However, along with the accession, Pakistan also made reservation to several articles of the ICCPR which seem problematic.\textsuperscript{246} The statements of reservation only emphasize the right of Pakistan to make reservation upon ICCPR. The full statement is “The Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan reserves its right to attach appropriate reservations, make declarations and state its understanding in

\textsuperscript{238} Ibid.
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\textsuperscript{245} http://indicators.ohchr.org/
respect of various provisions of the Covenant at the time of ratification." Pakistan has made the reservation for articles 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 18, 19 and 25 of the ICCPR. In addition, Pakistan also refused the periodic reporting as stipulated in article 40. Hence, several countries objected with the Pakistan reservations upon such articles in ICCPR. Essentially, Pakistan’s reservation was mainly because of the compatibility of such articles with Pakistan constitution. In other words, the reserved articles were incompatible with Pakistan Islamic constitution including article 18 and 19.

From the perspective of law of treaty, it is unacceptable because the reservations which have been made by Pakistan were incompatible with the aim and the object of ICCPR namely to promote universal respect of human rights and freedoms. Nonetheless, based on the communication received by the Secretary General of United Nations, in 2011 Pakistan had withdrawn the reservations so that the ICCPR was fully applied. Although the reservations have been withdrawn, in fact, the blasphemy law still applies effectively. Thus, it can be said that the main problem concerning blasphemy law in Pakistan is the compatibility of Pakistan Islamic constitution with the standard given by ICCPR. In Pakistan, Islamic values will be the main consideration which tends to be problematic because paragraph 8 of General comments number 22 has suggested that the sources of moral should be derived from difference religious views not only from particular religion. However, from the perspective of Pakistan
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constitutional law, even though the blasphemy law is not compatible with international human
dependent, but it is compatible with the Constitution of Islamic State of Pakistan.

Compare to Pakistan, blasphemy law in Indonesia has several distinctive features. Blasphemy law in Indonesia was unprecedented. In other words, the law was not inherited from
the former colonialist but it was passed 24 years after the Independence in 1945. In addition, it
was derived from Presidential decree namely “Penetapan Presiden Republik Indonesia Nomor
1/PNPS Tahun 1965 Tentang Pencegahan Penyalahgunaan dan/atau Penodaan Agama.”
The enactment process was unusual because the law should be enacted by parliament not by
President. It is important to note that at that time, Indonesia was under President Soekarno who
came with his authoritarian style of leadership. In order to disguise the authoritarian
character of his regime, he named his regime as “guided democracy.” Nonetheless, the
presidential decree was transformed into Law in 1969 namely Law Number 5 of 1969. Political setting of the enactment was heavily influenced by the rise of Indonesian Communist
Party (PKI). In fact, the blasphemy law was an attempt to prevent the massive influence of
PKI and harmonize the other elements of the nation namely the nationalist and the religious
group.

The structure of the law was consists of two parts namely the provisions and the
elucidation. Furthermore, there were only 5 articles. The content of prohibitions of blasphemy
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was stated in article 156a which was also unusual. Article 156 had ordered the insertion of the latter article into the criminal code. Article 156a stated:

A person who deliberately and publicly expresses feelings or behaves in a manner that:

a. involves hatred, misuse, or insulting of a religion followed in Indonesia, and
b. has the intention that a person should not practice any religion at all that is based on Belief in Almighty God, shall be sentenced to a maximum of five years jail

What is more, article 1 described the prohibition of deviation from the orthodox religious teaching which is also can be read as the effort to protect the existing major religions. According to the elucidation of the law, there were 6 major religions recognized by the state including Islam, Catholic, Protestant, Hindu, Buddha and Khonghucu (Confucianism). Nevertheless another religions such as Taoism, Jews and Shinto has the similar rights but less favorable. Hence, in this context it is likely Indonesia falls into Cole & Scharffs’s category namely preferred set of religions state which applies multi-tier recognition. In addition, the substance related to blasphemy also can be found in the Law number 11 of 2008 concerning Electronic Information and Transaction (ITE Law). Article 28 paragraph (2) stated “Any Person who knowingly and without authority disseminates information aimed at inflicting hatred or dissension on individuals and/or certain groups of community based on ethnic groups, religions, races, and intergroup (SARA).” This article often used by the police to charged individuals on the basis of blasphemy.
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According to USCIRF annual report in 2014, more than 120 individuals were involved in the blasphemy case since 2003. This number, however, is still growing. In 2015, along with the massive use of social media, several individuals were also charged under the ITE Law. Another data concerning the practice of blasphemy law comes from Amnesty International (AI). According to AI, from 2005-2014 there were 39 individuals who have been punished because of blasphemy. Again, the individuals belong to religious minorities were the most convicted. In contrast, official report from the Ministry of Religious Affairs in 2013 has mentioned nothing concerning the issue of blasphemy law. One of the leading cases was the Tajul Muluk case in 2012. Tajul was the leader of Shi’a sect in the East Java province. In 2011, he and his followers had to leave his village because hundreds of people had attacked their houses. Afterwards, he was convicted for blasphemy under Law number 1 PNPS/1965 and been sentenced for 2 years imprisonment. In the court of appeal, his sentence was added for another 2 years so that his final sentence was 4 years. His lawyer team tried to bring the case before the Supreme Court but it had been rejected. At the surface, the case was seen to be religious tension between shi’a and sunni as such. However, the facts of the case was
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276 Shi’i (Shi’i) and Sunni are the two of three major groups in Islam. Shi’i refers to partisans of Ali bin Abi thalib (the fourth Caliph) and Sunni refers to the followers of the Prophet Muhammad. Both groups were constructed during the power contestation after the death of Prophet Muhammad. Both of them had different point of view regarding the successor of the Prophet Muhammad. Demographically, Sunni are the largest population including
complicated since there was intermingling causes has been involved namely love, family, different interpretation of religion teaching, and unfinished accumulated social cultural problems.\textsuperscript{277}

It was 3 years before the conviction of Tajul Muluk, the Law number 1/PNPS/1965 had been challenge before the Constitutional Court of Indonesia.\textsuperscript{278} The Constitutional Court held that the Law was not unconstitutional and refused the applicant’s argument.\textsuperscript{279} The Constitutional Court added, the ultimate aim of the blasphemy law in Indonesia was to protect the religion not to violate the rights.\textsuperscript{280} Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that the protection will be mainly focused on the “orthodox religions” not the minorities since they regarded the minorities as the deviants.

Indonesian government has ratified ICCPR in 2005. Thus, ICCPR has been incorporated into national legal system through Law number 12 Year 2005 without any single reservation. Indeed, Indonesian government shall apply the covenant comprehensively. As was mentioned above, the authoritative interpretation of ICCPR has stated that blasphemy law is incompatible with International human rights law. As a consequence, state parties (including Indonesia) are obliged to ensure the protection of afore-mentioned rights by generating every branches of the state including legislative and judicial branch. In reality, the fact is the opposite. As a matter of fact, legislative and judicial branches have legitimized the existence of
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blasphemy law. Again, this fact has revealed the strong influence of domestic constitutional law and political pressure as well.  

Compared to the previous countries, Turkish Constitution declared itself as the secular country. However, minor finding in the blasphemy case also exist. The USCIRF annual report had proposed Turkey to be one of the Countries of the Particular Concern in 2013. The main concerns in those reports were the systematic and continued violation of freedom of religion including the limitation on non-Muslim religious minorities. In 2014 USCIRF reports, the status of Turkey was decreased to Tier 2. From 2012 up to present time there is no word “blasphemy” in the annual report. However, in 2014, there was special report concerning the individuals who were jailed under the blasphemy law and Turkey was one the countries which included in the report. It was Fazil Say who was charged in 2012 because he tweeted materials which classified as denigrating the religion. As a state party of both ICCPR and ECHR, Turkey has enjoyed “double supervision” from two human rights institution simultaneously. In other words, the government action related to the guarantee of freedom of religion and freedom of expression will be scrutinized by both institutions. Under ICCPR, Turkey is obliged to provide regular report to the Human Rights Committee via Secretary General. In addition, Turkey also bound with the ECHR which provide individual
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mechanism to have a standing before the ECtHR if all local remedies have been exhausted. The only case from Turkey in ECtHR concerning blasphemy law was *I.A. v Turkey*, application no.42571/98 in 2005.288 The applicant was a manager of publishing house who was accused to be blasphemous to God. 289 It was because in 1993, his publishing house had published Abdullah Riza’s novel which was regarded as blasphemous.290 Finally, the ECtHR concluded that there was no violation of article 10 and gave wider margin of appreciation to Turkey.291 Hence, even though the final decision of ECtHR was no violation, but at least there was certain mechanism to protect individual rights.

While blasphemy law is clearly incompatible with freedom of expression, there is still ongoing debates concerning hate speech. The debates were mainly about the limit of hate speech. Including in hate speech are insults, epithets or slurs directed to individuals or groups which mainly based on immutable characteristic such as race, religion, or gender.292 Freedom of expression protect individuals from hate speech but not protect the ideas.

### III.4. Conclusion

As was mentioned above, The Protection of freedom of religion and freedom of expression in the Muslim-majority countries range from international to national level. Nevertheless, there are differences in the formulation of each freedom in each state. In the country which has strong relationship between state and Islam, the provision of either freedom of religion or freedom of expression shall be apply in accordance to teaching of *Quran* and *Sunnah*. Additionally, there was tendency to bring the idea of blasphemy law into international
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level. The OIC as the Islamic international organization has promoted within UN Human Rights bodies the concept of defamation of religion in the international level. However, it is very clear that the concept is too vague to be accepted universally. Finally, the practices of blasphemy law are vary among the Muslim majority countries. There is a tendency that the practice of the blasphemy law in Muslim-majority countries related to the degree of religion and state relationship. More closer of a state to Islam ideology will pave the way to a harsher punishment. In addition, the role of supranational body also significant in reducing the excessive impact of blasphemy law.
Chapter IV. Policy Recommendation

From the previous chapters, at least there are several significant points to be noted. Firstly, the blasphemy law in three states come from different historical backgrounds. Nevertheless, the existence of such laws are aimed to preserve the dominant views of particular religion, namely Islam. In fact, Islam here is not the general term but refers to particular denomination of Islam that is Sunni. Secondly, the practice of blasphemy law was not only related to the religion as such but also other social aspects. Thirdly, the absence of particular groups in the constitution-making process resulted in the lack of the representation of their ideas in the constitution including the protection for religious minorities and their right of freedom of expression. Fourthly, although there are several international instruments regarding the freedom of religion and freedom of expression but yet the instruments are not applied effectively. More importantly, members of OIC are still trying to endorse the concept of “defamation of religion”. Hence, this chapter will provide policy recommendations both in the legal and non-legal approach for UN and for the Muslim-majority countries.

IV.1 Legal approach

In the domestic level, each government should ensure the protection both freedom of religion and freedom of expression simultaneously. This should involve all branches of government. Since the blasphemy laws still exist in their legal system, they should be invalidated. The legislative branches should repeal the blasphemy law and change it. Article 142 paragraph (b) of Pakistan constitution stipulate that Parliament (Majlis-e-Shoora) of Pakistan has the power to make laws with respect of criminal law, criminal procedure and evidence.293 When the doctrine of actus contrarius applied, the latter also has power to repeal it. The similar action can be applied to Grand National Assembly of Turkey according to article

7 of its constitution. In Indonesia, the annulment of blasphemy law can be legislative branch through House of Representatives (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat). However, this mechanism seems problematic because as was mentioned above, an effort to repeal the law may resulted in physical threat. Shahbaz Bhatti and Salman Taseer are the very clear examples of it. Modify the blasphemy law can also be alternative. This mechanism is needed especially when majority of the society disagree with the annulment option. To modify here has two meanings. First, the law should be change into clearer definition to gives more legal certainty and avoid the arbitrary exercise of the law. Second, it also can be modify to protecting individuals more than ideas. Hence, in my opinion, repealing the law can be regarded as long term objective while to modify is preferable for the short term objective.

Judicial branch should review the blasphemy law whether its substances are compatible with international human rights standard. However, it also depend on the constitutional design of the states. When the design of the constitution follows dualism doctrine, it might be problematic. Pakistan for instance, its constitution clearly stipulate that Allah is the holder of sovereignty and Islam is the religion of the state. Thus, every legislations must comply with Islamic values. As a result, the existence of the law which protect the sacredness of those values is considered as constitutional. While Pakistan Supreme Court has no power to review the constitutionality of the law, both constitutional court of Turkey and Indonesia have the power to review the constitutionality of the law. Blasphemy law has been reviewed by Indonesian
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constitutional court and was declared as constitutional. Again, it shows that the design of the constitution has great impact to court decision.

In international level, UN must not follow the resolution proposal endorsed by OIC concerning “defamation of religion” if such proposal contain substances in favor of particular religion and curtail the freedom of expression. It is very dangerous to use an overbroad concept such as “defamation of religion” because this may result in the abuse of power by the authority especially when it directed to religious minorities. Adoption of such proposal by the UN will provoke the other states to preserve their blasphemy law or even to strengthen it.

**IV.2 Non-legal Approach**

Legal guarantees of freedom of religion and freedom of expression are range from national to international level. However, the excessive impact of blasphemy law still remain especially for the minorities. Legal approach solely cannot solve the problem of blasphemy law in Muslim majority country. One of the biggest issue is the incompatibility of (the interpretation of) Islamic teaching with international human rights law concerning freedom of religion and freedom of expression.

Islam is not monolithic. There are many sects inside Islam. Different sects might have different understanding concerning freedom of religion and freedom of expression. Kamali noted that there is freedom of religion in Islam. His argument is based on the verse of the Quran which stated that there shall be no compulsion in religion. However, he also
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found that there is *hadith* or *sunnah*\(^{301}\) of the prophet which stated “kills whoever changes his religion”.\(^{302}\) Refers to several prominent *sunnah* experts, Kamali argue that the *sunnah* has several weaknesses which can reduce its reliability.\(^{303}\) Concerning freedom of expression, Kamali confirm that the truth is one of key ethical norms in Islam. Thus, it regarded as a ground for freedom of expression.\(^{304}\) However, the truth is not the only key ethical norm, but it should go hand in hand with other norms such as prohibition to harm the others. Thus, it is difficult to draw the limit of freedom of expression because there are some principles in Islam which incompatible with today’s concept of freedom of expression.\(^{305}\) For example, protection of speech which contains shocking and disturbing ideas is not in line with the Islamic norms. Additionally, this concept of freedom of expression in Islam also regarded as dynamic concept which change all over the time.\(^{306}\)

Therefore, there should be in-depth study concerning Islamic principles and pluralism especially from “the insider”. “The insider” here means that the study comes from the Islamic tradition itself. The awareness of those principles should be built from inside so that it can be implemented effectively. Afterwards, the result of the study can be disseminated to governmental and educational institutions.

Never ending (interfaith) dialogues should be conducted among Muslims and between religions. It is very important, because it can reduce the distrust among believers or non-believers. In addition it can build stronger social cohesion. The dialogues should be develop not only reach the religious clerics but it also reach the grass root level. In international level,
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UN should initiate the dialogues and develop the understanding between the states along with non-governmental organizations.

Finally, “welfare approach” also can be implemented. Welfare approach means that the state tried to reduce the tension by creating particular mechanism to enhance the well-being of the society. Since most of the population live in poverty, it is likely it will be easier to be provoked.

IV.3. Conclusion

There are two approaches offered in the policy recommendation namely legal and non-legal approach. Legal approach covers the maximizing of legal instruments from national to international level. This approach involving all branches of government and International organization as well. Since the problems cannot be solved only by legal approach, then it will need another approach. The latter emphasizing interfaith dialogue mechanism and the dissemination of the idea of pluralism in the government and educational institutions.
Chapter V. Conclusion

Within Muslim-majority countries, the relationship between religion and state are vary depend on their social and historical background. Despite the dominant population of Muslims in those states do not automatically make the states change into Islamic. Some of the states apply blasphemy law in their jurisdiction in order to protect certain denomination of Islam. Identification of one state to Islam resulted in favoritism to Islam. As a consequences, the state regards the other religions and beliefs in the second place. Hence, that violates the principle of equality.

Blasphemy law is incompatible with international law of human rights. The threat of blasphemy law in Muslim-majority countries usually directed against the manifestation of religion of the minorities. In addition, it also used to oppress criticism towards (dominant) religion from others. There are no adequate protection for the minorities since the lower degree of participation in the decision making. Frequently, blasphemy laws are misused due to personal, economic and political interests. Thus, blasphemy law cannot be read as blasphemy law as such but it should be read in connection with other social aspects.

The guarantee of freedom of religion and freedom of expression range from national to international level. However, the implementation of the rights was less effective. The role of OIC in endorsing the concept of religion defamation in the favor of Islam cannot be accepted universally. Hence, there should be an interdisciplinary approach to deal with the problem of blasphemy law from domestic to international level. In domestic level, it can be reached by maximizing all governmental institutions including executive, legislative and judicial branches to support the freedom of religion and freedom of expression. In addition, UN can initiates the mutual frameworks combating religious-based hate speech and focus on education based on multiculturalism without giving any privilege to particular religion.
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